304  THE INTERNAL COMBUSTTOX ENGINE [chap. dc
4  A zi- * \ji?»< tt'xr'«-s oa an Ideal cycle with adiabatic compression
ivi * \}> a -! • \, it • i\ ii.« and rejecting heat only at constant volume.
01? mi ti:   t sprtK-Ieii of its efficiency.     (Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1906.)
& li, \iiui war does tht PV diagram of the ideal cycle for a gas
»nc'ii   iii/. r fn in n allty ?    If it differs greatly, why are such calcula-
,.., **f any ^?        *	(B. of K, 1906.)
0, Dt vrih»> with ^ketches the mode of operation of an Internal Com-
In^tira *!njsine. Fxpliti why, in general, such an engine is more
vfM.ii nt »w a In mi engine than a steam engine of the same power.
<Mt«? mlicw the various losses ol energy occur. A gas engine of 10
B.H.P. coisumcs ISO cu. ft. of gas per hour, the calorific value of
\iH ^h is &W B.Th.U/s pereu. ft. Find the total efficiency, and give a
r^ i^h ftirute cf tin different proportions of energy lost due to the
*.riM\* -Lintuned aDovo.	(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1906.)
7, Describe a ?as engine, and explain how it uses the Otto cycle
of rper.it*en<*. Ski ten the cylinder, showing piston, water-jacket,
Vtilwp, rfiapc of clearance space, and shape of exhaust outside the
tyl'irakr.	(B. of E., 1899.)
' 8. What i» nu unt by ifc scavenging " in relation to gas engines ?
Hrw is it         , and lioiv (or why) does it afiect the efficiency ?
(Meek Sc. Tripos, 1898.)
S. If the	P-V	of a gas engine consists of an area en-
by	of constant -volume intersected by two adiabatic lines,
the efficiency of the cycle represented by the diagram de-
on the compression ratio only, assuming that the specific heats
of the	at constant pressure and also at constant volume,
•are	'	(B. of E., 1912.)
id.	why the efficiency of a gas engine falls short of the
/ 1 \r~1'
bj substituting 7=1-4 in the formula 1—(— j
the relative importance of the different reasons.
(Mech. Sc. Tripos, 1913.)
II*	the Otto cycle from the point of -view of (1) efficiency,
(2) relation of power to weight on the part of the engine.    In modern
the tendency is to compress the mixture Mghly before ignition.
How	this affect the paints of your criticism f
12. How are Indicator- Bia^ants taken from a petrol engine going
at, say,	revs, per mia ?   Describe the Indicator.
(B. of E., 1911.)
1$. Sketch         form of Indicator-Diagram you would expect to
from a petrol engine.    Sketch diagrams showing :—
(a) The	too much advanced.
(6) Hie	insufficiemtly advanced.        (B. of E., 1912.)
14.	to be tie composition of the exhaust gases from a
pss	eo*l gas or from a petrol engine I    Why does
thft	from this!	{B. of E., 1910.)

